


Kairos (καιρός) is an Ancient Greek word meaning 
the right, critical, or opportune moment.

An agency born 
from creators 
for brands





Our Approach



Creative First
At Kairos Media we take a unique approach to our 
influencer campaigns. Rather than selecting influencers 
based purely on stats and demographics (the 
numbers), we adopt a creative-led approach to every 
campaign.

Using social listening and insights we identify the 
perfect strategy to meet an objective and develop 
creative concepts that align with this. Influencer 
selection is only conducted after the creative to ensure 
that the content is authentic to both to the brand and 
the channels distributed on - consistently driving higher 
engagement and ROI.

Our goal is to deliver more than just an advert via 
influencers, but a truly engaging story that audiences 
can empathize with.



Data Driven
Over the past four years, Kairos Media has stored campaign 
data from over 50,000 influencers; including CPC, CPM, CPA, 
CTR, post time, engagements and impressions. 

We know the perfect influencers and the not-so-perfect.

We know which ones deliver an ROI and which ones don’t.

Using our bespoke analytics software: Kairos InsightsTM,we are 
able 
to assess influencer audience quality, engagement and 
brand-fit, but 
also provide unique insight for our clients based on:

● Real vs. Fake Follower Analysis
● Audience Demographic Information
● Verified Reach
● Influencer Brand Sentiment
● Audience Trust score



The Brief at Hand



Opportunity
With HyperX’s well established presence in gaming and 
esports, the Rose Gold headset presents a perfect opportunity 
to expand their reach into the lifestyle sector.

Objective
To activate an exclusive release of the new Rose Gold MIX 
headset with unique influencers, while leveraging the 
Champion apparel collaboration.

Audience
UK
Male & Female
18-35
Fashion conscious young adults who are casual gamers 
or have a related connection to gaming.

KPIs
Primary:
Awareness (CPM)

Secondary:
Engagement (CPE)



Insights



Having established itself as one of the major players in the 
gaming and esports sectors, HyperX solidified its move into 
the lifestyle vertical with the launch of its Rose Gold Cloud 
headset, alongside a Champion collaboration.

Studies have shown that fewer than 10% of people are now 
embarrassed to call themselves a ‘gamer’ and over 29% 
identifying it as ‘cool’. With audiences appetite to identify 
more openly as ‘gamers’ there is an incredible opportunity 
for HyperX to crossover into verticals beyond gaming and 
cement themselves as a major lifestyle brand.

https://www.techradar.com/news/gaming-has-shed-its-geeky-image-to-become-a-cool-hobby


Strategy



With the release of the headset and its exclusivity, we will 
activate a campaign that showcases the headset’s launch to 
appeal to a mass audience who are enthusiastic about fashion 
and lifestyle but also have an interest in gaming. 

This will solidify the stance of HyperX as the top gaming and 
lifestyle brand that consumers need by combining 
both worlds.

We will select engaging influencers who will be sent 
a the care package including the headset and will ultimately 
put their creative stamp on the HyperX campaign through a 
unique activation featuring the headset. They will showcase 
the Rose Gold MIX’s multiple methods of use in fashion, 
lifestyle and gaming.

In addition to this, we have provided an above the line idea for 
a UK based pop-up activation in collaboration with Champion.



We’re All Gamers
#WEREALLGAMERS



Influencer Activations



@emmablackery
Emma is a well-known British musician whose reach expands far 
outside of the UK. Her content covers everything from her tours to her 
cat, and she is an avid fan of games such as The Sims. A huge 
advocate for inclusivity and pushing boundaries, we feel Emma would 
be an amazing asset to the HyperX brand.

FOLLOWERS

1,430,000

AVERAGE VIEWS

30,000

347,00

FOLLOWERS ENGAGEMENT RATE

3.9%

FOLLOWERS

720,00

UK AUDIENCE

35%



Execution
Emma loves talking to her audiences on YouTube about 

hard hitting topics and cultural discussions. For her video 
we want Emma to talk about the most iconic and important 

gaming music and how the gaming industry goes hand in 
hand with the music industry.

DELIVERABLES:
1 x YouTube Video

2 x Instagram Stories

@emmablackery



@taliamar
Up and coming UK singer and girlfriend of Miniminter from the 
Sidemen, Talia is also an avid gamer. Frequently streaming on Twitch, 
she has a diverse audience that HyperX can tap into to legitimise 
themselves as a lifestyle audio brand.

FOLLOWERS

447,000

AVERAGE VIEWS

65,000

520,000

FOLLOWERS ENGAGEMENT RATE

2.7%

FOLLOWERS

36,300

UK AUDIENCE

25%



Execution
We will challenge Talia to deliver a singing livestream in 

which she records a cover of an iconic gaming song. 
Audiences will be able to interact with her during the stream 

and offer advice and tips for a chance to win prizes from 
HyperX.

DELIVERABLES:
1 x Twitch Stream

2 x Instagram Stories

@taliamar



@roblipsett
Known to many for his stint on Love Island, Rob has been an avid 
YouTube since before then and focuses his content on his fitness 
journey. Taking on weight lifting and dieting challenges, he is hugely 
popular for his aspirational outlook on life and honest fitness advice.

FOLLOWERS

447,000

AVERAGE VIEWS

65,000

520,000

FOLLOWERS ENGAGEMENT RATE

2.1%

UK AUDIENCE

25%



Execution
We want Rob Lipsett to do a gym challenge with a twist, 
he’ll be wearing the Rose Gold headset and his spotting 

partner gets to dictate the song choices during his biggest 
sets yet, making sure the music isn’t really suited to the 

kind of work out.
 

DELIVERABLES:
1 x Youtube Dedicated Video

2 x Instagram Stories



@freya
Also the girlfriend of Sidemen member Zerkaa, Freya's content is very 
lifestyle focused, however she also has her own gaming channel that she 
frequently streams on that draws a consistent sized audience. With her 
link to both gaming and lifestyle and popular in creating content for both, 
HyperX would resonate really well with her audience.

FOLLOWERS

501,000

AVERAGE VIEWS

80,000

97,000

FOLLOWERS ENGAGEMENT RATE

11.2%

FOLLOWERS

94,000

UK AUDIENCE

14%



Execution
Freya is known for her hilarious challenge videos with friends, we 

want her and her friends to come up with the best Rose Gold 
inspired outfit video they can.

Audiences will be tasked with voting on which of the outfit 
choices is their favourite for a chance to win prizes.

DELIVERABLES:
1 x Integrated YouTube Video

3 x Instagram Stories with Swipe-up

@freya



@chloeconstance
Girlfriend of Jay Swingler (TGFBro) Chloe has a mix of content on 
her YouTube channel including lifestyle and gaming. She has a few 
gaming videos on her channel that received a lot of engagement 
and would make her great for showcasing HyperX to her diverse 
audience.

FOLLOWERS

110,000

AVERAGE VIEWS

100,000

196,000

FOLLOWERS ENGAGEMENT RATE

21.8%

UK AUDIENCE

75%



Execution
We want to challenge Chloe to do another gaming video, 
her first contente was very well received by her fans, but 

this time we want to go one better, by playing Untitled 
Goose Game and trying to get the best score possible. 

 

DELIVERABLES:
1 x Youtube Dedicated Video

2 x Instagram Stories featuring swipe-up links

@chloeconstance



Above the Line Idea

HyperX Pop-Up Store



Pop-Up Event

THE CONCEPT:
As one of the fashion capitals of the world we would 
recommend an exclusive London takeover of the Champion 
store celebrating the release of the Rose Gold MIX headset 
and the Champion apparel collaboration, where they will be 
on display and available for purchase.

EXECUTION:
The pop-up store will take place on evening at the 
Champion store in Soho, London’s epicentre of trendy 
fashion. The inside will feature a retro arcade aesthetic 
complete with playable machines, the perfect backdrop for 
photo opportunities and content to be shared and pushed 
on Twitter and Instagram. 

MESSAGING: #HyperXChampion



Influencers will be sent a bespoke invitation package 
inviting them to the official opening of the HyperX pop-up 
store in London and will also be gifted a pair of the 
Rose Gold MIX and the Champion x HyperX hoodie.

Influencers will video the unboxing and reveal the invitation, 
thanking HyperX and this will raise awareness to their 
followers about the pop-up store and influencer will share 
the link to tickets.

DELIVERABLES:
1 x Twitter Post (featuring ticket link)

1 x Instagram Story (‘swipe-up’ link)

Influencer 
Invitational



A limited amount of free tickets will be available to the 
general public via Eventbrite for the pop-up store opening 
event and the event will be promoted on HyperX social 
channels and that of the selected influencers too.

General Public 
Tickets



The content production team at Kairos will be on-site at the 
opening of the pop-store event to capture content and 
livestream across influencer social channels.

Influencers will also be encouraged to share content from 
the opening event across their social channels such as 
Twitter and Instagram.

With this exclusive pop-up store event, we aim to position 
HyperX as the go-to lifestyle peripheral and how far it can 
stretch across verticals.

Content 
Opportunity



Re-usage rights will be obtained for all influencer content to 
enable HyperX to republish all content across their owned 
social channels.

This content will be distributed across social media, backed 
by paid spend throughout the campaign, specifically 
re-targeting audiences who have viewed content but not 
been converted, so as to drives audiences further through 
the conversion funnel.

Content Usage



We will utilise footage from the pop-up store opening event 
and distribute it across relevant community pages with 
trackable links direct to the HyperX product page.

Social
Amplification



Timeline



Wk 1

OCTOBER
Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4

HEADSET 
DROP

INFLUENCER 
APPROVAL

Timeline may be modified, aligned to feedback by HyperX*

Wk 1

NOVEMBER
Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4

INFLUENCER CONTENT

HYPERX x 
CHAMPION DROP

STORE 
TAKEOVER
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